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The West Australian Livestock Research Council
(WALRC) is part of a national structure that was
initiated by MLA to improve consultation with levy
payers and industry stakeholders for the southern
WA agricultural region and southern rangelands on
industry RD&A priorities. WALRC considers and
prioritises the RD&A needs of the region, feeding
this information into the national MLA investment
priorities.

Its producer council members have the additional
responsibility of reviewing preliminary project
proposals submitted via the R&D project call and
the PDS project call - identifying the projects that
meet the needs and priorities of the WA red meat
industry. WALRC is a not-for-profit incorporated
Association funded primarily by levies via MLA with
operations augmented through membership funds.

About WALRC



Our Institutional co-investors are critical to the functioning of WALRC

UWA

Murdoch

DPIRD

CSIRO

WALRC provides its institutional co-investors (Tier 1
members) with the opportunity to work closely
with our council’s livestock producer members – a
team of beef and sheep producers who have a
strong interest in the value of research and who
strive for continuous improvement within their
businesses.

Our Tier 1 members enjoy a highly engaged
relationship with our producer members, using
them as a sounding board and conduit to effective
project development.



The year in review



It is with pleasure that we present to you our 2020/2021
Annual Report. This report captures our outputs and
achievements for the 12 month period to June 30, 2021.

Like the previous year, our face to face consultation
event schedule was COVID-impacted. But, we
compensated for this via other communication
mediums, as our interaction with red meat producers of
southern WA continued to expand.

This growing cohort of interactions gives us confidence
that our submission of RD&E priorities is ground-truthed
and producers of the region recognise WALRC as the
path to influence levy spend.

WALRC has become not only the MLA eyes and ears on
the ground in WA, but a proactive supporter and
partner for our Tier 1 members, ensuring we provide a
connection for their research endeavours direct to the
end-user.

Performance report 
against FY2021 plans

90 south coast livestock producers attended the Manypeaks Livestock Matters 
forum in May, which was filmed and the content made available on WALRC’s 
YouTube Channel in June.



This year has seen some important elements of

what we do coalesce into tangible progress in a

number of ways.

Firstly, it has taken a number of years of close

listening to producers at forums to understand

what they’re trying to articulate. The resultant

priorities we establish are transcending the annual

cycle and even longer to address given the slow

speed and multiple hoops that the funding process

presents. For example, we’ve been hearing and

observing producers trying a wide range of pasture

species and invariably the lists of limitations

exceeds the application. It’s taken me four years to

realise this simple point.

But further, why is Dalkeith at 40 years of age still
the most common pasture species sown –
extensive production systems, low labour input,
suits set stocking, tolerant of many sprays, not to
mention its inability to properly compete with old
cultivars which require dilution by weeds to keep
them safe.

Chair’s Reflection – FY 20-21

Is it the best of a bad bunch? We should try again

and prove me wrong!

Hence finally a big proposal to establish a new

legume breeding project with a major role in long

term pastures and genuine contender to

outperform our best mid season sub.

Secondly, I was reminded by a discussion at Red
meat Panel a couple of weeks ago about what the
consultation process should be – communication, in
all directions.

The preliminary proposal review meeting this year
saw our members have a far reaching input into the
future assessment of one big project about to be
funded – the scour worm vaccine. The consultation
process captured those inciteful comments, those
points were reviewed by the expert panel and
further advocacy during RMP has reinforced the
need for the funding body and the project research
group to report and measure their progress against
those issues.



We will finish up with a better commercial vaccine

or an earlier termination to an expensive project as

a consequence of an effective and deeply

embedded consultation process.

Finally we have had success in bringing our research

groups closer together. In doing so, MLA’s “bigger,

better, bolder” maxim has come through to the

research community.

Three collaborative proposals which were endorsed

for funding by RMP are progressing towards being

funded in a difficult levy cash flow environment. I

refer to the edible shelter proposal which in part

addresses our lamb survival priority, and the

transformational feedbase proposal both lead by

local researchers with partners across the target

regions for the work.

The final one will be an MDC project in the

heat/cold stress area of interest with local

leadership and national research effort.

Chair’s Reflection continued…

There’s no investment call in the year ahead as a

consequence of the levy cash issues, but I don’t

think we need be concerned by this.

The backlog of very good projects (left as approved)

with collaborative research effort and greater reach

in their adoption phases should see a strong flow of

adoptable outcomes for progressive producers to

act upon.

Keep listening to our producers and I look forward

to hearing their contributions through you this

coming year.

Tim Watts                                                               
WALRC Chair



• Winter Forum (Perth)
• Wandering Grower Group start up meeting
• Mt Magnet Pastoral Forum
• Livestock 2020, Albany
• Esperance A-Sheep field Day
• Western Beef Seminar – Busselton
• Manypeaks Livestock Matters
• Binnu Livestock Matters
• Great Livestock Industry Day out

• (COVID-cancelled)

Reporting on our deliverables

1. Producer Consultation Forums

Total 
Delegates

671

Total 
Producers 
attending

404



Forum 
Approach
WALRC plays a variety of roles at our 
forums to optimise engagement

• MC 
• Facilitator
• Panelist
• Keynote



At Livestock 2020…

• WALRC partnered with Stirlings to Coast grower
group at their Livestock 2020 conference in
Albany in October.

• Working with 130 producers and service
providers, we collected priorities via SLIDO and
verbal discussion with a highly interactive crowd.

• WALRC Chair Tim Watts and T1 Member Caroline
Jacobson spear-headed the discussion on lamb
survival.

• WALRC Executive Officer Esther Jones MC’d the
event to help direct question and discussion.

WALRC Chair Tim Watts 
teams up with Murdoch’s 
Caroline Jacobson to talk 
lamb survival strategies at 
Livestock 2020

WALRC Executive 
Officer Esther Jones 
MC’d the day  and is 
pictured here with the 
‘entry into farming’ 
panel



At Mt Magnet with the Rangelands NRM team

We partnered with the 
Rangelands NRM to 

extract priorities with 90 
pastoralists in 
attendance

WALRC Chair Tim Watts teams and T3 member Alan Peggs prepare to fly to Mt Magnet; 
while below, WALRC producer member Ken Shaw (second from right) joins Tim on the 
Minister’s panel at the Rangelands NRM forum.



Finally, we get to Manypeaks in person

92 attend the 
Livestock Matters 

forum on the 
south coast

Farm host Kim Lester (left) with local vet Jess Shilling and WALRC chair 
Tim Watts facilitate discussion on addressing feed gaps in the shoulder 
season

• When COVID cancelled the face to
face Manypeaks forum last year, it
went on-line and became a 1000-
plus hit YouTube show.

• This sparked significant interest in
the alternative feedbase discussion
and so as soon as we announced
‘you can see it in the flesh’ we knew
we had a great show in the making.

• Our topics ranged from every form
of perennial to transition feeding to
intensive rotational grazing
practises and 4 week mating
programs. Here was a producer
group with a lot of energy, looking
for ‘next gains’ in livestock
production.



Binnu Livestock Matters

94 attend the 
Livestock Matters 
forum in the Mid 

West 

At left: Andrew Clarke 
explains the perennial 
challenge at Chilimony Farms

At left: Jess Horstman takes 
the crowd through a 
regenerative site on Mulga 
Springs

• Site host, Don Nairn, Binnu



As part of our service offering to our institutional investors,
WALRC promoted and hosted ‘ground truther’ virtual focus
groups designed to have grower and consultant feedback on
current research efforts and supported our T1 members with
webinar delivery

• CSIRO focus group – Stubble Calculator
• DPIRD focus group - Pastures from Space
• Murdoch AAAS Webinar – Sensors on Land

and Sea

Reporting on our deliverables

Tier 1 Member focus groups

31 participants 
provided feedback 

that ‘makes a 
difference’ to these 
project outcomes

“Thanks WALRC. We got a lot 
of really good feedback and 
we will work through this with 
our team” – Mandy Curnow, 
DPIRD

“Thanks again for running the 
workshop this morning. The 
feedback was very useful 
and I’m now thinking about 
our next steps for the
calculator” – Dr Dean 
Thomas, CSIRO



WALRC producer members readily meet their obligations to 
participate in training, review panels and reference groups to 
help inform MLA about ‘on ground matters’. Our producers 
participate in:

• Red Meat Panel (Chair)
• MeatUp Planning
• Adoption reference committee
• PDS application review
• Producer review panel training
• Producer Proposal review panel
• 20-21 Priority Setting Workshop

Reporting on our deliverables

2. Representative Meetings

WALRC producer 
representatives 

take part in these 
activities



• AGM and endorsed finances and motions
• New constitution approved
• 2 Producer representatives re-appointed to WALRC through open call
• Call made for T3 (associate) members
• 2 x full council meetings staged
• Quarterly executive meetings delivered with endorsed reports
• Tier 1 members approve final stage of membership fee increase
• Expenditure and Income on budget
• Prepared WALRC to take on the management of Chair and EO contracts

Reporting on our deliverables

3. Governance
WALRC members 

fulfil all 
governance 

meeting 
obligations



17

671
Connections face to 

face at priority 
meetings

WALRC undertook 
‘priority extraction’ at 
events held in Perth, 

Esperance, Mt Magnet, 
Wandering, Albany, 

Busselton, Manypeaks 
and Binnu

40%
Open rate for 

electronic newsletters

Our monthly newsletter 
subscription grows 

organically and now sits 
at 602, but what we are 

most proud of is our 
open rate which 

averaged 40% for 12 
issues – 8% better than 
our industry benchmark 

for newsletter opens

790
Views of our YouTube Channel 

for FY 2021, with an average 
watch time of 9 mins

We published to 
YouTube in July 2020 

and again in June 2021, 
creating two significant 

periods of activity 
enabling us to lever our 
face to face event reach 

considerably

473
Followers on Twitter

We have a target audience of WA 
ag followers on Twitter and we 
use this to capture commentary 

on various priorities under 
discussion and drive traffic to 

our youtube channel

Reach achieved in FY 2021



• Worked with T1 members DPIRD and CSIRO to
help them ground-truth R&D projects underway;

• Commissioned the filming of the Manypeaks
Livestock Matters forum to make 7 discrete
YouTube stories highlighting priority issues for
electronic distribution;

• Regularly met with our Tier 1 partners to
strengthen their research and collaboration
efforts;

• Supported the Association of Animal Sciences
(WA Branch) to customise their biennial
conference to drive greater engagement
between producer and researcher

Extras on top of our yearly operating plan

Greater Value More Enabling



WALRC achieved 6 x full page articles in Farm Weekly this
year and benefited from Farm Weekly’s digital platform
picking up our stories. We also featured Binnu in
Countryman. Our Twitter profile is growing as we target
farmers and researchers to follow us and interact.

Print and Digital Media



Our KPIs
Linked to our Strategic Plan 2018-2021



KPIs

• Meeting Agendas and Minutes  
are delivered on time;

• Financial reporting is compliant 
and endorsed;

• All targets set in 2021 AOP are met



Monitoring and Evaluation
1. Awareness and value of WALRC
Referenced to WALRC strategic plan 2018-2021

Measure 2021 Target as agreed in 
Strategic Plan

Progress at June 30, 2021

A Growth in database comprising attendees at 
WALRC functions and subscribers to newsletter

50pc increase on 320 
contacts

Grown from 320 to 601 
subscribers

B Number of RD&A ideas put forward >20 per year >40 per year

C Number of producers attending forums 250 across all forums 404 Achieved face to face, 

D Preparedness of AWI to collaborate with WALRC 
activities

3 collaborations AWI partnered with WALRC in 
the (1)  Binnu Livestock 
Matters forum; (2) Sheep Easy 
and Compass Ag events; and 
(3) WAFarmers/AWI event in 
Kelleberrin

E The extent to which co-investors seek WALRC 
endorsement/linkage on applications

6 
references/endorsements

Sheep Strategic partnership has 
brought 4 endorsements plus 
the strategic partnership itself

F Level of inquiry from farm service sector to 
engage with WALRC

2 forums sponsored by an 
industry organisation

WALRC partnered with 7 
Grower groups on request to 
deliver forums



Measure 2021 Target as agreed in 
Strategic Plan

Progress at June 30, 2021

A Number of WA priorities that contribute to the 
terms of reference for the annual call

At least 3 3 in feedbase

1 in animal health

B Number of completed projects that have flowed 
through the WALRC identification channel

5 by 2021 None completed yet, 
however target considered 
unrealistic as the strategic 
plan is shorter than the life 
of any current projects

C Level of peer/producer engagement with these 
projects

8 producer council members 
having direct input to approved 
projects via reference groups

Limited direct 

engagement from 

WALRC producer 

members into projects

D Longevity of the MLA producer consultative 
process

MLA continues to support 
WALRC beyond 2021

Contract to be signed

E The proportion of PDS in the WALRC region 30pc of PDS located in 
WALRC

Not achieved

Monitoring and Evaluation
2. Completed projects via WALRC RD&A priority process
Referenced to WALRC strategic plan 2018-2021



Measure 2021 Target as agreed in 
Strategic Plan

Progress at June 30, 2021

A Number of Tier 1 investor members 5 4 financial

B Quantum of funds from Tier 1 members 5 x $8000 4 x $8000

C Number of Tier 2 members 5 by 2021 Revised membership 
structure makes this N/A

D Number of Tier 3 members 2 by 2021 Revised membership 
structure makes this N/A

Monitoring and Evaluation
3. Quantity of External Funding
Referenced to WALRC strategic plan 2018-2021



Measure 2021 Target as 
agreed in 
Strategic Plan

Progress at June 30, 2021

A Budget to Actual reports confirming planned 
activities have been conducted and fully 
acquitted

As stated MLA has managed budgets effective to 
June 30, 2019. WALRC was contracted to 
manage funds for FY 2021 and has 
submitted and had accepted, all financial 
reports against budget. 

B An appropriate level of surplus funds at EOFY, 
sufficient only to provide cashflow buffer and 
make provision for wind-up if so determined

As stated WALRC board has agreed to a policy of 
$5000 buffer for these purposes.

Monitoring and Evaluation
4. Evidence of on Ground Activity
Referenced to WALRC strategic plan 2018-2021
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